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NEW YORK--Heartbeat Opera—yet another New York-based chamber opera startup—presented
Hungarian composer Gyorgy Kurtag's 1985 song cycle Kafka-Fragmente in a full staging at the
Sheen Center on Bleeker Street March 18, and both mezzo-soprano Annie Rosen
and violinist/Heartbeat co-music director Jacob Ashworth commanded the stage in a gripping and
imaginative new production by co-artistic director Ethan Heard.

Kurtag (b. 1926) has chosen his texts from Kafka’s diaries and from his letters to his closest
confidante, Milená Jesenská. The texts are intimate and the music is often disorienting
—fragmented lines, dissonant harmonies—and extremely concise. He easily crams 40 different
songs into an hour of music. One might be tempted to assume that, as challenging a work as the
Kafka-Fragmente sounds to be, it is organized through some occult system that generates pitches
and rhythms procedurally from motivic formulas.

But the piece is driven not by serial processes, it is instead comprised of minutely detailed and
wildly imaginative word-painting, rendering the text in physical or musical gestures from the
performers and using those gestures as the basic units of musical construction, as becomes clear
from the first moments of the piece. The opening song, "Die Guten gehen im gleichen Schritt?”
(The good march in step?) begins with parallel fifths in the violin and soprano on the first line,
before the soprano line gradually syncopates, then skitters off into blithe atonality, as the text
concludes: "Ohne von ihnen zu wissen, tanzen die anderen um sie die Tänze der Zeit" (Without
being aware of them, the others dance around them the dances of time).

Although the piece has been staged before, with Peter Sellars casting Dawn Upshaw as a sort of
desperate housewife, Kurtag conceived of the cycle as a concert piece. And, as Heartbeat's
creative team pointed out during a post-concert question-and-answer session, Kurtag's
performance directions at times become so specific as to verge on stage directions. 

For instance, in the song "Schmutzig bin ich, Milena" (Filthy am I, Milena), the text of which
describes the cries of the damned in Hell as pure, angelic singing, the violinist must tune the D
string up by a step and the G down by a minor third while continuing to play, struggling to arrive
precisely at an eerily pure, open set of intervals; the violinist must switch instruments in order to
resume normal tuning. Later, in the comic "Szene in der Elektrischen" (Scene on the Tram), which
describes a woman who takes two violinists everywhere she goes, the violinist not only switches
between instruments while the soprano is still singing, but plays pizzicato with the left hand while
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bowing with the right, creating the illusion that the unplayed violin is being plucked by an invisible
fiddler.

Heard's production, wisely, adds few dramatic elements to this already spectacular song cycle,
giving it just a few props from a suitcase—some papers, a picture frame, a memorably deployed
toy horse—and a set consisting of a dingy backdrop, a table and chairs, an overhead lamp, and a
black-and-white TV, to create a Beckett-like psychological drama. A total blackout, along with a
roar of white noise over the PA, precedes each of the song cycle's four large sections, and each
section takes another step into abstraction. By the end of the show, the table has been overturned
and the papers torn to pieces, and the lamp, the television, and even the backdrop have all fallen
to the floor, leaving Nicholas Hussong's handsomely designed projections to shine on a plain black
wall. 

Rosen and Ashworth showed uncommon stage chemistry, maintaining a musical and dramatic
authority adequate to the demands of a fiendishly difficult score. Ashworth's intonation was not
impeccable, and Rosen's German diction, though clear, lacked bite. But they fully inhabited their
musical parts—hers, a frenetic monodrama of enormous range, and his, an athletically polyphonic
accompaniment equal to any showpiece in the solo violin repertoire—and fearlessly put across
every musical gesture, never interrupting the flow of an utterly convincing stage performance that
ranged in emotional state from playful to histrionic.

Kafka-Fragmente is half of Heartbeat's so-called Spring Festival, alternating in repertory with
Offenbach's one-act comedy Daphnis et Chloé in a new chamber arrangement by composer
Daniel Schlosberg. If this production is any indication, the young Heartbeat Opera will be a
company to watch, with the talent and ambition to make compelling music drama out of the very
meanest of resources.
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